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GeoScienceWorld Adds Earth Sciences History to its Prestigious Journals Collection 

 
(McLean, VA) September 15, 2022 – GeoScienceWorld (GSW) is pleased to announce that the journal 
Earth Sciences History has been added to its domain-leading collection of earth science research 
journals.  Published by the History of Earth Sciences Society (HESS), the journal promotes and publishes 
historical work on all areas of the earth sciences – including geology, geography, geophysics, 
oceanography, paleontology, meteorology, and climatology.  With over 822 articles, the journal honors 
and encourages a variety of approaches to historical study: biography, history of ideas, social history, and 
histories of institutions, organizations, and techniques. 
 
“We are pleased to be working with GSW to ensure our content reaches a wider global audience,” said 
John Diemer, Earth Sciences History editor. “GSW’s comprehensive research experience, innovative 
tools, and search and discovery capabilities will provide unique value for scholars, both earth scientists 
and historians, engaged in the history of the earth sciences.” 
 
“Earth Sciences History’s cross-disciplinary approach to bridge the sciences and humanities uniquely 
expands the scope of the high-quality research we deliver to our customers,” said Phoebe McMellon, 
CEO of GeoScienceWorld.  “We are excited to increase its discoverability to the users who will benefit 
from its content the most.”  
 
About The History of Earth Sciences Society 
HESS was founded in 1982 to address four needs: 

1. The gap between the humanities and the sciences is bridged by some historians 
interested in the history of earth sciences, and by some geoscientists interested in 
the history of their fields. A society to which both historians and earth scientists 
belong allows for mutually beneficial exchanges of ideas. 

2. Because the history of earth sciences is a global topic, a society open to all and 
cosmopolitan in composition and outlook provides international breadth of coverage. 

3. A prime goal of HESS is to publish a refereed journal where high quality scholarship in 
the history of earth sciences can be housed and discovered. 

4. Earth Sciences History highlights historical studies of ideas concerning the Earth, 
institutions involved in such research, and the contributions made by prominent 
workers. With a journal dedicated to the field, support for intellectual endeavors in 
the broad domain of earth sciences history continues to thrive. 
 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

About GeoScienceWorld 
GSW works with societies, institutions, and researchers around the world and provide a single source of 
access to preeminent scholarly journals and eBooks with specialized and map-based search capabilities 
and links to a broad scope of curated Earth Science research. Our platform includes 51 preeminent 
scholarly journals, 2,210+ eBooks, and over 4 million GeoRef records. Since our founding in 2005, 
GSW has returned nearly $54 million to membership societies to achieve their scientific missions. 
 
For More Information Contact:  Laura Fitzgerald - fitzgerald@geoscienceworld.org 
 
 
 
 


